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National Title Solutions Forum (NTSF) Questions for Arizona DOT 

September 11, 2019,  2:00 – 3:00 PM EDT 

Dial-In:  888-585-9008 Conference Room 366-875-149# 

Ralene Whitmer, Title and Registration Specialist 

Responses from Ralene Whitmer and follow-up notes are in blue. 
Comments and notes added from follow-up information gathered after the meeting are in purple. 
 

NTSF Background:  The NTSF consists of national and regional vehicle financing companies, banks, and 
vendors supporting vehicle titling activities. NTSF members are responsible for 80% of new vehicle 
financing in the United States and share a common interest in accurate and timely recordation of 
titles and liens. Members also advocate the advancement of electronic solutions to support 
consistent and efficient vehicle title administration across all states.  The NTSF is an active committee 
of the American Financial Services Association (AFSA) based in Washington, DC. 
 

1. The NTSF is aware that AZ DOT is undergoing a modernization program with your title and registration 

system and is looking forward to implementing the new connectivity program in December.  Do you have 

any planned initiatives for 2019-20 impacting dealers or lenders? 

 

A. The Go-Live date for the modernization is Dec 2019.  What we have planned at this point is to suppress 

the printing of a title when liens on ELTs are released.  The customer will be sent a notice through the AZ 

website portal.  The customer will be able to request a paper title through that portal.  The goal is to 

move completely electronic for all title transfers. Major change is that the customer will not receive the 

title upon release.  They will have to request it through the portal. 

B. NTSF question:  What if the person who pays off the account is not the customer? 

a. We can look into this.  It sounds like AZ is expecting the customer to transfer the ownership to 

the dealership or the insurance company. 

C. NTSF question:  What about lender to lender payoffs and repossession? 

a. This process is expected to go live next year.  

D. As a follow-up, Ralene requested that we identify the transactions when paper titles are needed at the 

time of lien release.  Transactions that happen in high volume daily that do NOT end with title in the 

hand of the customer include: 

• Release to Dealers (trade in, buy-out) 

• Release to Auction (off lease, repossessed vehicles) 

• Release to third party (insurance total loss, refinance to another lender) 

• State to state transactions  

• Title corrections 

• Repossessions 
 

E. As an additional follow-up, Ann Gunning contacted eDS regarding how the electronic title remaining 

after lien release was being handled through the ELT program, and reports the following: 

Lenders will continue to be able to request a paper title at lien release through the ELT program and 

direct the title to be mailed to the owner or other third party.  There is a new option on the lien release 
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transaction to allow the title to remain electronic after lien release.   Both lien release options will incur 

a $1.00 lien release fee.  At this time, the only transaction that can take place with the electronic title 

(without lien) is by the vehicle owner that logs into the MVD portal to 1) request a printed title or 2) 

perform a transfer to another MVD account owner who is willing to do the required authentication.  

There will be other transactions that will be allowed later, as their modernization progresses. 

2. Please give an overview of the electronic odometer disclosure process you have in place for registration 

renewals for consumers. 

 

A. We do not require an odometer for registration renewals. 

B. We do have an electronic odometer disclosure process for sales between private parties, if there are no 

complications with the title.  If it is an owner to owner transfer this can already be done through the AZ 

portal. 

C. NTSF question:  How do you authenticate the buyer and the seller?  

a. They have to go through the AZ portal and have an account. Each of these parties have to have 

multi-factor authentication to complete this process. 

 

3. The NTSF is interested in assisting states with advancing their Arizona ELT program to accommodate more 

electronic capabilities.   Are there any considerations for the following? 

 

a. Ability to suppress the printing of a title upon lien release to allow title transfers without having a 

printed title. 

1. Yes. We are working towards this goal. We want titles to be transferred 

electronically without having to have paper to transfer the ownership.  This is a goal 

of the modernization program. 

b. Ability to notate liens electronically to: 

i. Eliminate the need to submit paperwork to record a lien. 

1. Yes.  We do want to include this process in the electronic processes.  This requires a 

customer signature as well as information from the finance institution, so we still 

need to work through those processes to make it electronic.  No specific details yet. 

ii. Handle refinances between lenders without having to print a paper title. 

1. Yes. we do not have specific details. 

c. Ability to transfer titles between states without having to have a printed title. 

1. Yes.  This is definitely one of our goals for the end of next year.  They are talking 

with AAMVA about the need to be able to see if a title has been printed through 

NMVTIS.  

2. Likely will not be able to do it directly electronically at first but we are looking into 

the possibility with other states.  It is in the future but hopefully not too distant 

future.  

d. Including a title inquiry within the ELT program, to return the current status of a title. 

1. I think that would be a great thing to have. We are including this information for the 

customer now.  We will take this back as a function and capability to include for the 

lenders. 
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NTSF Question:  Will JSI information from NMVTIS be used to brand vehicles? 

Not at this time. 

  

4. Some lenders are reporting issues with receiving impound notices in a timely manner.  Can you provide an 

overview of the system for handling these? Has there been any discussion or consideration for the sending 

of notices in a manner that can be tracked and/or sending the notices out electronically, perhaps as an alert 

through the ELT system? 

a. We will take this information back to the group responsible for abandoned vehicle notices.   Please 

send examples to Ralene to demonstrate this is occurring. 

 

  As a follow-up, NTSF is providing the following description of the problem with impound notices: 

AZ Abandoned Vehicle  

• Notifications are sent via USPS and there is only a 10-day window before the abandonment process is 
started. By the time the notification is received by the lender, it can still take a day or 2 to get the 
appropriate police municipality involved. Majority of other states require tow companies to send notice 
via express mail, which guarantees receipt of the notice and significantly cuts down on mail time 
(relevant for those institutions whom use a title vendor or do not have an office in AZ). Express or 
certified mail increases accountability, lessens likelihood of abuse, and reduces likelihood of 
misdirected mail.  

• Lease vehicles are titled with lender as owner. Because there is no “fleet” option with AZ, when there is 
a vehicle in the abandonment process (because lender didn’t receive the original notice), all other lease 
customers in the state will have their transactions held per the registration freeze. This negatively 
impacts residents that have nothing to do with the impounded or abandoned vehicle.  

• Once in the abandonment process, the title transfers at 12am midnight unless the tow company files for 
reinstatement. In our experience, tow companies are not notifying MVD of vehicle pickup in a timely 
manner and this can result in a loss of title and/or a $500 fine. There also doesn’t seem to be any 
enforcement or punishment if the tow company does not advise AZ if the vehicle was picked up, yet 
there is significant financial harm for the lender.  

 

A large part of the problem is ensuring lenders receive timely notification. As a workaround, right now 

AHFC is emailing the abandoned vehicle dept weekly if not daily, asking if there are vehicles in the 

abandonment process under listed FEIN or Lienholder ID #s. It would be VASTLY more fair and 

productive for both AZ MDV and lenders if large-scale lenders had access to the portal tow companies 

are using (or similar) in order to receive notification of impound/abandonment on vehicles owned or 

financed, pay fines when appropriate, and submit confirmation of vehicle pick up from impound. If 

lender notices were generated electronically, it would (arguably) save paper and postage in addition to 

increasing accountability and efficiency in the process.  

5. Is electronic signature acceptable on all DOT forms?   If not, which one are (or which ones are exceptions)? 

 

a. In general, yes.  We are concerned about how the electronic signature is applied.  We allow for the 

use of the electronic pad where the person is in front of the person signing the document.  The 

other way is through the AZ portal to push the document to the customer and have it returned 

through multi-factor authentication. We allow for an insurance company or authorized agent to 

create an account through the AZ portal.  
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b. NTSF question:  Do you have any plans to extend it to lenders?   

Yes, we expect it to be extended to lenders in the future, but we have no current plans for this 

process.  

c. NTSF question:  Do you plan to extend it to Docusign?  

Our concern is how the signature is verified. We use DocuSign within the portal, but electronic 

signatures for submitted documents currently have to be done through the portal for the multi-

factor authentication. 

 

6. What has been the impact of HB 2535?   Are there any special rules for the electronic signatures? 

  See above. 

Additional NTSF Questions: 

1) Through Docusign they have a process to verify the customer, are you aware of this information?  

a. I can’t speak for the director as to if this is something that we would accept.  We receive this 

information when the portal is used for this process. 

b. Could you please take this information back to your people? Other states are taking the Docusign and 

we are afraid you will fall behind. 

i. We will take it back. 

Excerpts from HB 2535: 

AZ – Legislation enabling eSignature - eOdometer – ePOA – eReassignment enacted 2016-05-17 HB 2535 

1) Paper titles are no longer required to have the odometer mileage disclosure statement; it can be 

disclosed on a separate form that can be electronically signed: 

 

 
 

 
 

2) POAs can be electronically signed, as well, if witnessed by a AZ DOT employee or agents.   Note:  

Licensed dealers are authorized agents of the DOT for designated purposes. 
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3) Titles can be reassigned electronically: 

 

 

 


